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Emirati rapper Saud Waled Ibrahim performs at his
recording studio in the Gulf emirate of Ajman, northeast
of Sharjah.—AFP photos

Hassane “Big Hass” Dennaoui, a Saudi host of a UAE-
based radio show dedicated to hip hop, poses for a pic-
ture at Akil cinema in the Gulf emirate of Dubai.

Suhaib S. Alises, a Jordanian-born Palestinian rapper
who was raised in the UAE, poses for a picture at a cof-
feeshop in the Dubai Design District of the Gulf emirate.

Emirati rapper Saud Waled Ibrahim (right) performs at his
recording studio in the Gulf emirate of Ajman, northeast
of Sharjah.

Saud Waled Ibrahim raps in a mixture
of Arabic and English, a blend that
has become a hallmark of a hip hop

scene in search of its identity in the United
Arab Emirates. The burly Emirati, better
known as SG, is recording a new track in
his small but modern studio in a low-key
part of the Gulf state best known for its
glittering skyscrapers and artificial palm-
shaped islands.        “There is no country
that doesn’t have rap... but we’re still seen
as intruders,” said the 24-year-old, sport-
ing an over-sized Adidas T-shirt and
obligatory headphones. And in a country
made up of residents drawn from all over
the world, and with little street culture to
speak of, the hip hop scene has yet to
find its “sound”, he told AFP.

Growing up to the beats of Tupac and
Eminem, SG said it was the genre’s tradi-
tion of free expression that drew him in,

even if as the years went by, reality bit.
“As we got older, we realised we are a
society with deep-rooted principles, which
we can’t violate,” he said of his generation
of performers. Born in the street culture of
the United States in the 1970s, hip hop
has spread across the world and given a
voice to young people, particularly those
in marginalised communities. Before mak-
ing its way to the Gulf, rap emerged as an
art form in other Arab countries where
performers defy censorship and repres-
sion to address sensitive political and
social issues.

The oil-rich United Arab Emirates is
considered one of the more open states
in the Gulf region, even if security laws
remain stringent. It has invested heavily in
arts and cultural events and a handful of
homegrown rap names have emerged
among those who have settled in the

UAE, including Freek and Adamillion who
are both from Somalia. But like the wider
cultural scene, the hip hop community is
trying to find its place in a conservative
country where foreigners make up some
80 percent of the population and where
provocative or explicit topics are taboo.
“Unlike in France, the US, Morocco,
Egypt... we don’t have our own sound
because we are more focused on foreign
influences rather than our own creativity,”
SG said.

‘Represent the reality’ 
Hassane “Big Hass” Dennaoui, a UAE-

based host of a radio show dedicated to
hip hop, said although identity in the
region is still evolving, one thing for sure is
that it is “one of diversity”. Originally from
Saudi Arabia, Big Hass, with his signature
bandana and white beard, founded The

Beat DXB which organises live perform-
ances and promotes regional artists. By
drawing performers from all over the
world, the UAE is rich in languages and
culture, he said, even if many are content
to stick to lyrics about life and love, rather
than political issues of the day. “When I
talk to a Palestinian rapper, they say how
can we talk about love when I have an
army tank on the roof of my house?” he
told AFP at Dubai’s independent Cinema
Akil, a favourite hipster haunt. “In the Gulf,
we may live comfortably but that doesn’t
mean people don’t have struggles. As a
rapper, you have a duty to represent the
reality.”

Eminem meets Fairuz 
To relay that reality, Palestinian rapper

Suhaib S. Alises, who was born in Jordan
but grew up in the UAE, performs in

a mixture of English and Arabic. “This is to
reach as many people as possible... and
at the same time drive my message
across,” he told AFP. “There should
always first and foremost be a message,
and rap is an expression of poetry and
emotion.”

His inspirations range from the great
Arab singers such as legendary
Lebanese diva Fairuz to the plight of his
own people and African-American cul-
ture. For him, the genre has evolved from
the days of “gangsta rap” that dominated
his own teenage years. “It has become a
respectful form of expression and adapts
to where the person is... addressing what
is happening around the person’s life and
their own reality.”—AFP 

Atriptych of a Mediterranean ship-
wreck donated by British street
artist Banksy raised nearly $3 mil-

lion on Tuesday at a Sotheby’s auction
held to raise funds for a Palestinian hospi-
tal in the West Bank. The trio of highly
stylised paintings by the mysterious artist
shows orange life vests and an oar
washed up on a rocky shore. They first
appeared in the Walled Off Hotel that
Banksy helped set up in the Israeli-occu-
pied city of Bethlehem in 2017. The
“Mediterranean Sea View 2017” was
seen as Bansky’s stern judgement on
Europe’s hesitant response to the migrant
crisis that peaked some five years ago.

Tens of thousands are thought to have
died as European countries on the
Mediterranean and Aegean Seas turned
away people fleeing violent conflicts
across North Africa and the Middle East.
“This work juxtaposes an historic fine art
genre with grim contemporaneity,”
Sotheby’s said in its sales listing for the
work. “Though posing as eighteenth or
nineteenth-century paintings of the
‘Natural Sublime’, the present work
undermines and subverts the viewer’s
expectations to broach a difficult contem-
porary issue.”

It officially raised £2,235,000 ($2.9 mil-
lion, 2.5 million euros) — well shy of the
record £9.9 million set for a Banksy in
October when his “Devolved Parliament”
painting went under the hammer in the
middle of Britain’s Brexit struggle with the
EU. Banksy donated the triptych to raise
money for a new stroke unit and to buy
children’s rehabilitation equipment at the
Bethlehem hospital. “We’re often led to
believe migration is a drain on the coun-
try’s resources, but Steve Jobs was the
son of a Syrian immigrant,” he said in a
rare public comment on the piece.
“Apple is the world’s most profitable com-
pany... and it only exists because they
allowed in a young man from Homs”.

Banksy depicted Jobs in a work enti-
tled “The Son of a Migrant from Syria” that
showed him carrying a knapsack and an
Apple computer. The sale came in the
middle of a broader virtual auction
Sotheby’s was staging from its London
gallery entitled “Rembrandt to Richter
Evening Sale”. One of only three self-por-
traits by Rembrandt still in private hands
sold for £14.5 million—a record for one of
the Dutch master’s famous depictions of
himself.—AFP

Bollywood superstar Amitabh
Bachchan has threatened to
unleash his legion of fans on online

trolls wishing him death from the coron-
avirus, after earlier speaking out about
the stigma suffered by patients.
Bachchan and his actor son Abhishek
have been in a Mumbai hospital for over
two weeks with COVID-19, while his
actress daughter-in-law Aishwarya Rai
and granddaughter Aaradhya were dis-
charged on Monday. They are the high-
est-profile family to contract the virus in
India, the world’s third most infected
nation with almost 1.5 million cases.

The 77-year-old and his son are in an
isolation ward, with the elderly actor dis-
pensing regular messages to his millions
of fans on Twitter, Instagram and Tumblr.
The megastar’s messages usually focus
on thanking fans and medical staff at the
hospital, but in a blog post published
overnight Monday to Tuesday, he wrote
that some people had sent him vicious
hate mail, praying for his death. In
response, Bachchan vowed to “extermi-
nate” such trolls once out of hospital, by
asking his millions of fans to turn on
them. Describing his fans as his kin, he
wrote: “That extended family shall in the
flash of an eye become ‘extermination
family’.”

Bachchan also revealed that he was
able to hug his granddaughter before
she left the hospital, recounting his emo-
tional reaction to the news that she and
her mother could go home. “The tears
flow out .. the little one embraces and
tells me not to cry ..’you’ll be home soon’
she assures .. I must believe her,” he
wrote. A blog entry posted Saturday

touched on the mental trauma and stig-
ma suffered by COVID-19 patients.

Bachchan, idolised in India and affec-
tionately known as “Big B”, has worked
for more than half a century in the film
industry. India’s film and financial capital

Mumbai accounts for over seven percent
of all cases in the nation of 1.3 billion
people. The South Asian giant has lifted
most lockdown restrictions to restart the
struggling economy. But numerous
states have had to reintroduce shut-
downs amid local spikes in infections.
Late Tuesday authorities in the eastern
state of West Bengal, home to about 90
million people, extended its lockdown—
only imposed for two days each week—
to the end of August. “The goal is to pre-
vent the circulation of the virus and cre-
ate favourable conditions to gain time
before the arrival of effective drugs and
vaccines,” West Bengal chief minister
Mamata Banerjee said.—AFP

Rare Rembrandt
sells for £14.5
million at UK
auction

One of only three self-portraits
by Rembrandt still in private
hands sold in London

Tuesday for £14.5 million ($18.7 mil-
lion, 16 million euros), setting an auc-
tion record for one of the Dutch mas-
ter’s self-portraits. The work, “Self-
portrait wearing a ruff and black hat”,
went under the hammer at Sotheby’s
in London as part of a 71-lot auc-
tion—“Rembrandt to Richter”—fea-
turing more than half a millennium of
art history. Its sale price was within
expectations after being listed with a
guide price of £12-16 million and
bidding getting underway at £10 mil-
lion. Sotheby’s said the work was
“chased by six determined bidders”,
handily beating a £6.9 million record
set for another self-portrait by the
artist in 2003.

The third self-portrait is on a long-
term loan to the National Gallery of
Scotland. The work sold Tuesday,
one of 80 Rembrandt created during
his career, is the earliest in date of
that trio. It was painted towards the
end of 1632, when the 26-year-old
was establishing himself in
Amsterdam and enjoying his first
flush of commercial success.
“Rembrandt’s face is instantly recog-
nisable to us at every stage of his
adulthood—far more so than any oth-
er painter,” said George Gordon,
Sotheby’s co-chairman of Old Master
Paintings Worldwide.

“We know that this painting was
created in a remarkably short period
of time, because he laid in the back-
ground first, but when he signed it
upon completion, the background
was still wet, so the signature is
impressed into it by his brush.”
Tuesday’s auction, spanning the
Italian Renaissance and Dutch
Golden Age through to pop art and
postmodern abstraction, kicked off
with in-person attendance limited
due to the coronavirus pandemic.
The pieces being sold, including
works by German artist Gerhard
Richter, Spanish artist Joan Miro and
British artist Francis Bacon, have
been on display at Sotheby’s since
July 3.—AFP

Amitabh  Bachchan

The triptych ‘Mediterranean Sea View 2017’, showing orange life vests washed up on the
shore of the Mediterranean Sea in reference to Banksy’s judgement on Europe’s response to
the refugee crisis.—sputniknews.com

A handout picture released by
Sothebys shows an assistant holding a
self-portrait by Dutch artist Rembrandt
in London. — AFP 

Wouter van der Veen, of the Van Gogh Institute, poses next to
the alleged spot where Dutch painter Vincent Van Gogh paint-
ed his last canvas before his mysterious death from a gun-
shot wound, in Auvers-sur-Oise.—AFP photos

Wouter van der Veen, of the Van Gogh Institute, poses next to
the alleged spot where Dutch painter Vincent Van Gogh paint-
ed his last canvas before his mysterious death.

Aresearcher claimed Tuesday to
have discovered the exact spot
where Vincent Van Gogh painted

his last canvas before his mysterious
death from a gunshot wound. The tortured
Dutch artist had been working on “Tree
Roots”, a jumble of brightly-coloured tree
trunks, roots and stumps near Auvers-sur-
Oise, north of Paris, on a hot July day in
1890 when he staggered back wounded
to the village inn.  Wouter van der Veen, of
the Van Gogh Institute, which looks after
the artist’s room at the Auberge Ravoux
where he spent his final 70 days, said
most of the tangle of roots is still there, a
stone’s throw from the inn.

Experts at the Van Gogh Museum in

Amsterdam have backed the finding, say-
ing it was “an interpretation, but it looks
like indeed it is true.” The museum’s
director Emilie Gordenker and the great
grandson of Van Gogh’s younger brother
Theo travelled to the village Tuesday to
unveil a plaque at the spot. Both Vincent
and Theo, who had supported the painter
for much of his life and outlived him by
just six months, are buried next to each
other in the village cemetery. 

Van der Veen told AFP that he made
the breakthrough from a postcard of the
village from the turn of the 20th century,
which shows an embankment with the
trees on the main road through the ham-
let, 30 kilometres (18 miles) north of Paris.

He was going through some documents
during the coronavirus lockdown when
“my eye was caught by a detail from the
postcard”.

‘Shot by accident’ 
He compared it with the painting and

found “that the trunks and roots corre-
sponded. “Discovering the place where
Van Gogh painted his last and most mys-
terious work is a waking dream which I
am still trying to comprehend,” the
researcher added. Teio Meedendorp, of
the Van Gogh Museum, told AFP that Van
Gogh would have often passed the spot
“going out to the fields behind the
chateau of Auvers where he painted in

the last week of his life.” Because of the
way the light falls in the painting, Van der
Veen said Van Gogh was probably still
working on it late in the afternoon, “about
5:00 pm or 6:00 pm”.

This, he argued, could help disprove
the controversial theory that Van Gogh
had not killed himself but had got drunk
and fought with two local boys who shot
him by accident. The theory was first float-
ed in a biography of the painter by the
Pulitzer Prize-winning authors Steven
Naifeh and Gregory White Smith nine
years ago, and featured in the 2018
movie “At Eternity’s Gate” starring Willem
Dafoe.—AFP

Wouter van der Veen, of the Van Gogh Institute, poses next to
the alleged spot where Dutch painter Vincent Van Gogh paint-
ed his last canvas before his mysterious death.


